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1.  Purpose of the project and indicative results. 
 

Improve habitat based standardization of longline effort by accounting for the affects 
of current shear and other oceanographic features on the depth distribution of 
longline hooks and the degree to which that distribution overlaps the depth 
distribution of particular fish species. 

 
2.Progress during FY 2005.  Provide a thorough discussion of accomplishments and 

problems. 
 

During FY 2005  a longline shoaling manuscript was submitted to Fisheries 
Research and is now in the hands of reviewers.  Since then the project has shifted its 
sights to other possible oceanographic effects on longline than shoaling caused by 
current shear and is testing alternative methods of longline effort standardization in 
support of a renewed North Pacific blue shark assessment.  The statistical habitat 
based effort standardization similar that that employed regional and pacific wide 
bigeye and yellowfin stock assessments is being tested for blue sharks, and an 
alternate approach based on proximity to oceanographic fronts is also being tested. 
 
In early FY05 the computer specialist supported by this project moved on to other 
pastures. The salary funds thus made available are being applied to further 
development of  MULTIFAN-CL by way of a contract with Otter Research. Ltd., the 
designers of MULTIFAN-CL, which is the principal stock assessment model that is 
making use of standardized catch and effort data produced by this project.  This 
project is thus joining forces with another PFRP project, Addition of multi-species 
capability, sex structure and other enhancements to the length-based, age structured 
modeling software MULTIFAN-CL.  Incorporating sex specificity is an important 
enhancement to the model for fishes with sexually dimorphic growth and behavior 
such as blue sharks, marlins, and swordfish which are either targeted or incidentally 
caught by longliners. 

 
 
 

3.  Plans for the next fiscal year. 
 
FY05 is the final year of this project.  Therefore there are no formal plans for it in the 



next, or ensuing fiscal years.  However, its spirit will live on in other PFRP and non-
PFRP projects such as the North Pacific blue shark assessment under way this year 
and a striped marlin assessment being planned to follow that as well as the annual 
tuna assessments conducted under the aegis of the Western and Central Pacific 
Fisheries Commission. 
 

4.  List of papers published in refereed journals during FY 2003. 
      none 
 
5.  Other papers, technical reports, meeting presentations, etc. 
 

none 
 
6.  Names of students graduating with MS or Ph.D. degrees during FY 2002.  Include title 
of thesis or dissertation. 
     none 


